Critique for Pass/No Record

Team Next Door
Goals, Purposes, and Concepts

1. Teach It Forward vs OCW, edX
2. Concept of sub-topic and level
   ○ sub-topic: smaller area within the subject
   ○ level: indicator of difficulty
3. Level of user interactions on the website
Feature Concerns

1. Handling of ratings from different users
2. Existence of comments and questions
3. Allowing users to upload directly
4. Review as concept/feature
Data Model Concerns

- Set names should be singular
- Lesson-Video/Document multiplicity: (!) instead of (?)
- ‘has’ not very descriptive
Wireframe and Risks

1. Page layouts
   a. Lesson list: can't directly go to Lesson Creation page

2. Reporting
   a. Cannot report/flag videos that doesn’t match the topic
   b. Videos can contain incorrect material and there’s no way to indicate it

3. Lesson creation and editing
   a. User cannot edit a lesson after it is created
   b. User might create an empty lesson without a video or document